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ABSTRACT
Although multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) are
essential for a wide range of applications from
structure modeling to prediction of functional sites,
construction of accurate MSAs for distantly related
proteins remains a largely unsolved problem. The
rapidly increasing database of spatial structures
is a valuable source to improve alignment quality.
We explore the use of 3D structural information
to guide sequence alignments constructed by
our MSA program PROMALS. The resulting tool,
PROMALS3D, automatically identifies homologs
with known 3D structures for the input sequences,
derives structural constraints through structure-
based alignments and combines them with
sequence constraints to construct consistency-
based multiple sequence alignments. The output is
a consensus alignment that brings together
sequence and structural information about input
proteins and their homologs. PROMALS3D can also
align sequences of multiple input structures, with
the output representing a multiple structure-based
alignment refined in combination with sequence
constraints. The advantage of PROMALS3D is that it
gives researchers an easy way to produce high-
quality alignments consistent with both sequences
and structures of proteins. PROMALS3D outper-
forms a number of existing methods for construct-
ing multiple sequence or structural alignments
using both reference-dependent and reference-
independent evaluation methods.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) have a wide range
of applications in protein science, such as proﬁle-based
similarity searches, structure modeling, functional predic-
tion and phylogenetic analysis. Accurate and fast con-
struction of MSAs has been under extensive research for
many years (1,2). Recently emerged consistency-based
scoring functions (3), especially those with a probabilistic
interpretation (4,5), are superior to general amino acid
substitution matrices for MSA construction. Additional
evolutionary information from database homologs has
also been explored to enhance alignment quality (6). As
protein structures generally evolve slower than sequences,
structural information, either from available 3D experi-
mental structures (7) or from predicted secondary
structures (8,9), can lead to further improvement of
MSAs. Our method PROMALS (10) improves alignment
quality of distantly related sequences by combining several
advanced techniques such as database searching for
additional homologs, secondary structure prediction and
probabilistic consistency of proﬁle-to-proﬁle comparisons.
Further improvements to PROMALS alignment quality
could arise from using constraints on the regions that
should be aligned. Such constraints can be deﬁned by
structure superposition or other additional expertise
knowledge. Structure-based alignments are regarded as
high-quality alignments and are routinely used as a gold
standard for assessing alignment quality. Ongoing struc-
tural genomics initiatives have made great progress
toward solving structures for representatives that cover
the protein universe. Some alignment algorithms are
making use of this information. The program 3DCoﬀee
with web server implementation Expresso (11) automati-
cally combines SAP structural alignments (12) with
sequence alignments by using constraints based on
structural alignments to derive consistency-based scoring
functions. MAFFT (13) server oﬀers an option for the
input of alignment constraints, which can be structure-
based alignments.
In this article, we explore information from available
protein 3D structures by PROMALS. The resulting
program, PROMALS3D, brings together sequence and
structure-based alignments to generate high-quality
multiple alignments consistent with both sequence and
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similarity searches to retrieve homologs with available
3D structures. The structure-based alignments among
these homologs help deﬁne high-quality constraints that
are combined with sequence-based proﬁle-to-proﬁle
alignments enhanced by predicted secondary structures.
PROMALS3D can also be used to construct multiple
structural alignments for a set of proteins with known
3D structure. PROMALS3D outperforms a number of
existing methods for constructing multiple sequence or
structural alignments using both reference-dependent and
reference-independent evaluation criteria.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Structural domaindatabase and structural
alignmentdatabases
To identify homologs with known structures for target
sequences, we used the ASTRAL SCOP40 structural
domain database (14,15) (version 1.69, 7290 domains,
with <40% sequence identity to each other). Structure-
based sequence alignments were made between each pair
of domains by three structural comparison programs:
DaliLite (16), FAST (17) and TM-align (18). These
alignment databases facilitate the use of structural
information by allowing lookup of the structure-based
sequence alignments for any domain pair, without running
the structural comparison programs for them during the
multiple sequence alignment process. For each struc-
tural domain, we also made PSI-BLAST (19) searches to
retrieve homologs that can be used in proﬁle–proﬁle
alignments with target sequences.
Anoverview of PROMALS algorithm
PROMALS (10) is a progressive method that clusters
similar sequences and aligns them by a simple and fast
algorithm, and applies more elaborate techniques to align
the relatively divergent clusters to each other. In the ﬁrst
alignment stage, PROMALS aligns similar sequences
using a scoring function of weighted sum-of-pairs of
BLOSUM62 (20) scores. The ﬁrst stage is fast and results
in a number of pre-aligned groups (clusters) that are
relatively distant from each other. In the second alignment
stage, one representative sequence is selected for each
pre-aligned group (subsequently referred to as ‘target
sequence’). Target sequences are subject to PSI-BLAST
searches for additional homologs from UNIREF90 (21)
database and to PSIPRED (22) secondary structure
prediction. Then a hidden Markov model (HMM) of
proﬁle–proﬁle alignment with predicted secondary struc-
tures is applied to pairs of representatives to obtain
posterior probabilities of residue matches. These prob-
abilities serve as sequence-based constraints that are used
to derive a probabilistic consistency scoring function.
The representative target sequences are progressively
aligned using such a consistency scoring function, and
the pre-aligned groups obtained in the ﬁrst stage are
merged into the alignment of representatives to form the
ﬁnal multiple alignment of all sequences.
Incorporating 3Dstructural information inPROMALS
In PROMALS3D, structural constraints are derived for
representative sequences with known structures and are
combined with sequence-based constraints (Figure 1).
First, the program identiﬁes homologs with 3D structures
(homolog3D) for target sequences resulting from the ﬁrst
fast alignment stage. For each target sequence, the proﬁle
of PSI-BLAST search against the UNIREF90 database
are used to initiate a new PSI-BLAST search (one
iteration) against the SCOP40 domain database that
contains protein domain sequences with known structures.
Only structural domains that pass certain similarity
criteria (default: e-value <0.001 and sequence identity no
<20%) are kept. These structural domains are further
ﬁltered to remove redundancy in the following way:
if two structural domains pass the criteria and their non-
overlapping region is less than 30 residues, only the one
with a better e-value is kept. Multiple homolog3Ds could
be identiﬁed and used for one target sequence if it contains
several distinct domains with known structures.
Pairwise residue match constraints for two target
sequences are derived from sequence-based target-to-
homolog3D alignments and structure-based homolog3D-
to-homolog3D alignments. For example, if residue A
in target S1 is aligned to residue B in homolog3D T1,
residue B in homolog3D T1 is aligned with residue C in
homolog3D T2 according to a structure comparison
program, and residue C in homolog3D T2 is aligned
with residue D in target S2, then we deduce that residue A
in sequence S1 is aligned with residue D in sequence S2,
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Figure 1. Flowchart of PROMALS3D method.
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(see Figure S1 in Supplementary Data). In the matrix
representation, the matrix of structural constraints of two
targets S1 and S2 is the product of the multiplication of
three residue match matrices: MS1T1, MT1T2 and
MT2S2. The alignment between a target sequence and
its homolog3D can be the PSI-BLAST alignment, or they
can be re-aligned by the proﬁle–proﬁle comparison
routine used in PROMALS. For PSI-BLAST alignment
between a target and its homolog3D and the structural
alignment between two homolog3D, if two residues are
aligned, its entry in the residue match matrix is 1,
otherwise it is 0. For proﬁle–proﬁle comparison using
HMM (10), the entries of a residue match matrix are the
posterior probabilities of two residues being aligned
(determined by forward–backward algorithm). The struc-
ture constraints among target sequences are combined
with those constraints derived from proﬁle–proﬁle
comparisons in the original PROMALS to deduce a
consistency-based scoring function that integrates data-
base sequence proﬁles, predicted secondary structures and
3D structural information. We used an empirical weight
ratio of 1.5 for structure constraints relative to the
sequence constraints of proﬁle–proﬁle comparison in the
original PROMALS.
Testing theperformance of MSAor multiple
structural alignmentprograms
We compared PROMALS3D to other common multiple
sequence alignment programs. PROMALS3D, 3DCoﬀee
and Expresso (a web server of 3DCoﬀee that automati-
cally include 3D information) are multiple alignment
programs that use both sequence and structural informa-
tion. We implemented 3DCoﬀee by inputting structural
alignment constraints to T-Coﬀee program. We could not
obtain the stand-alone version of Expresso and thus
manually submitted the 209 ‘twilight zone’ tests in
SABmark database to the Expresso server with default
options. PROMALS, SPEM (9), MUMMALS (5),
ProbCons (4), MAFFT (13), MUSCLE (23), T-Coﬀee
(3) and ClustalW (24) use only sequence information
(PROMALS and SPEM also incorporate secondary
structure information that is predicted from sequences).
The availability of a known structure for every sequence in
SABmark database allows us to benchmark MUSTANG,
a multiple structural alignment program (25) that uses
only 3D structural information. We also tested
PROMALS3D performance on only structural informa-
tion by making consistency measures solely from struc-
tural constraints of DaliLite alignments or reference
alignments. For reference-dependent evaluation of align-
ment quality, the alignment quality score (Q-score) is
deﬁned as the number of correctly aligned residue pairs in
a test alignment divided by the total number of aligned
residue pairs in a reference alignment (its value is between
0 and 1). For reference-independent evaluation of align-
ment quality, we used a number of structure-based scores
such as GDT-TS (26) to reﬂect the similarities of two
structures aligned according to a sequence alignment.
The details of reference-independent evaluation are
described in a previous article (5).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested the performance of PROMALS3D and other
multiple alignment programs on two alignment bench-
mark databases, SABmark (27) and PREFAB (23),
using reference-dependent and reference-independent
evaluation methods (see Materials and methods section).
PROMALS3D, 3DCoﬀee and Expresso use both
sequence and 3D structure information. PROMALS3D
and MUSTANG can align multiple structures using only
3D structural information. The other programs
PROMALS, SPEM, MUMMALS, ProbCons, MAFFT,
MUSCLE, T-Coﬀee and ClustalW do not use 3D
structural information.
Tests on SABmark database
SABmark database (version 1.65) has two benchmark sets
for testing multiple alignment programs: the ‘twilight
zone’ set contains 209 groups of SCOP (version 1.65)
fold-level domains with very low similarity, and the
‘superfamilies’ set contains 425 groups of SCOP super-
family-level domains with low to intermediate similarity.
For each group, the SABmark database provides a set of
pairwise reference alignments for evaluation of alignment
quality, instead of a single-reference multiple sequence
alignment. Each pairwise reference alignment was derived
from the consensus of two structural comparison pro-
grams SOFI (28) and CE (29).
Since PROMALS3D uses an ASTRAL domain struc-
tural database that is based on a later version of SCOP
(1.69) than the one used in SABmark, exact matches or
close homologs with structures (homolog3Ds) can be
identiﬁed for most of the SABmark sequences. Combining
structural constraints derived from DaliLite alignments
with the proﬁle–proﬁle alignment constraints in original
PROMALS, PROMALS3D achieves average Q-scores
of 0.603 and 0.805 for the ‘twilight zone’ set and the
‘superfamilies’ set, respectively [Table 1, PROMALS3D
(D+S)]. The Q-score improvements over the original
PROMALS program without 3D structural information
are 0.21 and 0.14, respectively. Such prominent increases
of alignment quality are also evident from the reference-
independent evaluation using GDT-TS score (Table 1)
and other structure-based scores (Table S1 in
Supplementary Data). Using DaliLite structural align-
ments in PROMALS3D gives slightly but signiﬁcantly
better results than using FAST alignments or TM-align
alignments (measured by Q-score or GDT-TS), suggesting
that DaliLite produces more accurate structural align-
ments on average. Combining structural alignments
made by DaliLite, FAST and TM-align did not yield
much improvement over using only DaliLite structural
alignments.
Another program that can incorporate 3D structural
information is 3DCoﬀee (7), which we implemented
by feeding structural alignment constraints in the
T-COFFEE program. The default 3DCoﬀee program
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 7 2297using SAP structural alignments (12) yields signiﬁcantly
worse results than PROMALS3D using DaliLite struc-
tural alignments (Table 1). 3DCoﬀee with DaliLite
structural alignment constraints also give better results
than 3DCoﬀee with SAP alignments. These results
validate the high quality of DaliLite alignments.
Automatic incorporation of SAP structural alignments
by 3DCoﬀee is also available in the Expresso web server.
We manually submitted 209 SABmark twilight-zone set
alignments to Expresso web server and obtained worse
results than running 3DCoﬀee on our local computers
(Table 1).
PROMALS3D and 3DCoﬀee capture 3D structural
information in a similar way through consistency measure.
Results on SABmark benchmarks suggest they perform
similarly when every sequence has a close homolog3D and
the same structural constraints are given. In real-life
alignment cases, however, we might not ﬁnd close
homolog3Ds for every sequence, and sequence constraints
play a more important role in aligning sequences without
3D structural information. To test this eﬀect, we force
PROMALS3D and 3DCoﬀee to use 3D structural
information for only half of the sequences in each
alignment in SABmark database [Table 1,
PROMALS3D (D/2+S), 3DCoﬀee (D/2+S) and
3DCoﬀee (SAP/2+S)]. In these tests, PROMALS3D
performs signiﬁcantly better than 3DCoﬀee. The average
Q-score diﬀerences of PROMALS3D (D/2+S) and
3DCoﬀee (D/2+S) are about 0.21 and 0.14 on ‘twilight
zone’ set and ‘superfamilies’ set, respectively. These results
reﬂect the superiority of PROMALS3D sequence con-
straints, which are based on proﬁle–proﬁle comparisons
with predicted secondary structures. On the other hand,
the sequence constraints of 3DCoﬀee are based on
pairwise sequence alignments in the T-Coﬀee program.
PROMALS3D can also be used to construct align-
ments for multiple structures by using only DaliLite
pairwise structural alignments as constraints [Table 1,
PROMALS3D (D), last line]. PROMALS3D using only
structural constraints yields performance slightly worse
than combining constraints of structural alignments and
proﬁle–proﬁle alignments with predicted secondary struc-
tures. We also tested the performance of MUSTANG, a
multiple structural alignment program that is based on the
consistency of pairwise structural alignments and does not
use sequence information. PROMALS3D is signiﬁcantly
better than MUSTANG according to reference-dependent
and reference-independent evaluations. These results
suggest that PROMALS3D oﬀers a good solution to the
multiple structural alignment problem by combining
DaliLite structural constraints and sequence constraints
of proﬁle–proﬁle comparisons.
As a positive control, we also used pairwise SABmark
reference alignments as the sole structural constraints
to assemble multiple alignments by the PROMALS3D
consistency strategy. SABmark pairwise reference align-
ments are noted as not entirely consistent with each other
(27). Therefore, any method that assembles multiple
sequence alignments cannot achieve a perfect average
Q-score (would be 1.0) when tested on these pairwise
reference alignments. The average accuracies for the
multiple alignments assembled from pairwise reference
alignments are about 0.71 and 0.87 for the ‘twilight zone’
set and the ‘superfamilies’ set, respectively; suggesting that
inconsistency among pairwise reference alignments are
more prominent in the more distant ‘twilight zone’ set.
The lack of consistency (transitivity) between structural
alignments is an intrinsic and unavoidable feature of
structure superposition strategies. Superpositions are
based on structural closeness, either in Cartesian space
or in contact space, and between three structures with
residues A, B and C, closeness of (A, B) and (B, C) does
not imply that (A, C) are necessarily very close. Sequence
alignments are frequently viewed as evolutionary align-
ments where transitivity applies. Since we consider each
aligned site to correspond to a single ancestral site,
alignment of (A, B) and (B, C) implies that A and C have
the same ancestral site and should be aligned together.
Evolutionary alignments are always hypothetical.
Table 1. Tests on SABmark database
Method SABmark-twi
(209/10667)
SABmark-sup
(425/19092)
Q-score GDT-TS Q-score GDT-TS
PROMALS3D (D+S) 0.602 0.264 0.805 0.417
PROMALS3D (F+S) 0.555 0.220 0.779 0.390
PROMALS3D (T+S) 0.540 0.249 0.766 0.412
PROMALS3D (D+F+S) 0.611 0.256 0.812 0.414
PROMALS3D (D+T+S) 0.603 0.264 0.805 0.421
PROMALS3D (F+T+S) 0.595 0.251 0.800 0.413
PROMALS3D (D+F+T+S) 0.616 0.260 0.812 0.420
3DCoﬀee (D+S) 0.574 0.252 0.802 0.421
3DCoﬀee (SAP+S) 0.553 0.222 0.786 0.390
Expresso webserver 0.508 0.206 – –
PROMALS3D (D/2+S) 0.475 0.198 0.716 0.364
3DCoﬀee (D/2+S) 0.261 0.100 0.573 0.294
3DCoﬀee (D/2+SAP) 0.255 0.095 0.572 0.289
PROMALS 0.393 0.154 0.665 0.336
SPEM 0.326 0.124 0.628 0.318
MUMMALS 0.196 0.081 0.522 0.278
ProbCons 0.166 0.058 0.485 0.246
MAFFT-linsi 0.184 0.070 0.510 0.264
MUSCLE 0.136 0.056 0.433 0.233
T-Coﬀee 0.134 0.048 0.429 0.223
ClustalW 0.127 0.057 0.390 0.221
MUSTANG 0.550 0.230 0.779 0.404
PROMALS3D (D) 0.594 0.252 0.802 0.415
The ﬁrst 13 methods for MSAs use both sequence and 3D structural
information. The last two methods assemble multiple alignments solely
from structural constraints. The other methods construct multiple
alignments using only sequence information (PROMALS and SPEM
also use predicted secondary structures). The letters inside the
parenthesis after the method names are: ‘D’, using DaliLite structural
constraints; ‘F’, using FAST structural constraints; ‘T’, using TM-align
structural constraints; ‘S’, using sequence information; ‘SAP’, using
SAP structural alignments; ‘D/2’, using DaliLite alignments for half of
the sequences; ‘SAP/2’, using SAP alignments for half of the sequences.
Q-score is the alignment quality score deﬁned as the number of
correctly aligned residue pairs divided by the total number of residue
pairs in a reference alignment. GDT-TS is a reference-independent
measure of alignment quality based on structural similarity of two
structures superimposed according to a test alignment. The ‘twi’ stands
for ‘twilight-zone’ set and ‘sup’ stands for ‘superfamilies’ set. The
number of multiple alignment tests and pairwise reference alignments
are shown in parentheses. The best scores are in bold letters.
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essential benchmarks for accurate structure modeling.
Such a diﬀerence is addressed by PROMALS3D, which
ﬁnds the best compromise, consistent with all available
sequences and pairwise structural alignments.
The effect ofusing distant homolog3Ds
The structural constraints between target sequences are
deduced from sequence-based target-to-homolog3D align-
ments and structure-based homolog3D-to-homolog3D
alignments. Distant homolog3Ds could aﬀect the quality
of these constraints since the quality of target-to-
homolog3D alignments could be poor. For this reason,
the Expresso webserver of 3DCoﬀee restricts the use of
homolog3Ds only when they show above 60% sequence
identity to the targets.
We studied the eﬀect of using distant structural
templates by restricting the selected homolog3Ds to
certain similarity ranges and examining the alignment
quality of using only these homolog3Ds on SABmark
alignments. When using only distant homolog3Ds with
sequence identity <20% to targets and PSI-BLAST
target-to-homolog3D alignments, the average alignment
quality score deteriorates as compared to not using 3D
structural information (see Figure 2). On the other hand,
using structural templates with identity between 20% and
60% results in 3–4% increase in alignment quality scores
compared to not using 3D information. These results
suggest that homolog3Ds with moderate similarity to
targets are still valuable for improving alignment quality.
We reason that increasing the quality of target-to-
homolog3D alignments (default are from PSI-BLAST
output) can lead to improved quality of structural
constraints and the resulting multiple alignments. To test
this point, we made alignments between targets and their
homolog3Ds using the pairwise proﬁle-to-proﬁle HMMs
with predicted secondary structures (the same technique
for deriving sequence constraints in PROMALS). These
proﬁle–proﬁle target-to-homolog3D alignments indeed
yield better quality of multiple sequence alignments
than the PSI-BLAST target-to-homolog3D alignments
(Figures 2 and S2) when using distant homolog3Ds.
Tests on PREFAB database
PREFAB (23) consists of 1682 alignments (version 4.0),
each of which has two sequences with known structures
and up to 24 homologous sequences added from database
searches for each structure. The reference-dependent
evaluation is based on the consensus of FSSP (16) struc-
tural alignment and CE alignment of the two sequences
with known structures. The average diﬃculty of PREFAB
alignments is less than those of SABmark database, as the
original PROMALS has an average Q-score of 0.790 on
the PREFAB set of alignments [best among programs
not using 3D structural information (10)], as compared
to 0.393 and 0.665 on the SABmark ‘twilight-zone’ set
and ‘superfamilies’ set, respectively. With the addition of
3D structural constraints from DaliLite alignments, the
average Q-score of PROMALS3D on all PREFAB
alignments increases to 0.893 (Table 2), which is
Table 2. Test on PREFAB database
Method Set 1
(0.121/420)
Set 2
(0.185/421)
Set 3
(0.248/420)
Set 4
(0.527/421)
All (0.270/1682)
PROMALS3D (D+S) 0.817 0.879 0.921 0.954 0.893
PROMALS3D (F+S) 0.745 0.850 0.896 0.947 0.859
PROMALS3D (T+S) 0.766 0.856 0.902 0.950 0.869
PROMALS3D (D+F+S) 0.818 0.886 0.919 0.952 0.894
PROMALS3D (D+T+S) 0.834 0.884 0.922 0.953 0.898
PROMALS3D (F+T+S) 0.794 0.875 0.909 0.952 0.883
PROMALS3D (D+F+T+S) 0.836 0.894 0.917 0.956 0.900
PROMALS 0.570 0.771 0.875 0.946 0.790
SPEM 0.536 0.756 0.865 0.940 0.774
MUMMALS 0.457 0.693 0.834 0.939 0.731
ProbCons 0.428 0.672 0.826 0.936 0.716
MAFFT-linsi 0.443 0.681 0.826 0.938 0.722
MUSCLE 0.372 0.631 0.787 0.930 0.680
ClustalW 0.299 0.536 0.726 0.906 0.617
The ﬁrst seven methods (PROMALS3D) for MSAs use both sequence and 3D structural information. The other methods construct multiple
alignments using only sequence information (PROMALS and SPEM also use predicted secondary structures). For the meaning of the letters inside
the parenthesis after the method names, refer to Table 1. Average Q-score (see Table 1 for deﬁnition) is reported. The total 1682 PREFAB
alignments are divided to four semi-equal-sized sets according to sequence identity of the reference alignment. The average sequence identity and the
number of alignments are in parentheses beneath the set names. The best scores are in bold letters.
Figure 2. The eﬀect of using distant homolog3Ds on SABmark
‘superfamilies’ set.
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PROMALS (0.790).
We also sorted the PREFAB alignments according to
sequence identity, and divided them into four semi-equal-
sized subsets (Table 2). The average sequence identities for
the four subsets are 0.121, 0.185, 0.248 and 0.527,
respectively. The subset with the lowest average sequence
identity is the most diﬃcult, for which we observed the
most prominent increase of alignment quality of using
structural information (an increase of about 0.25 for
average Q-score). For subsets with higher average identity,
the improvements of PROMALS3D over PROMALS are
less prominent (Table 2). These results suggest that 3D
structural information is most valuable for improving
alignments of distantly related sequences.
Webserver
A web server of PROMALS3D is available at: http://
prodata.swmed.edu/promals3d.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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